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Canadian Natural Resources
Energy

TSX: CNQ | NYSE: CNQ
Market Outperform | Buy

Business Description

Canadian Natural Resources (TSX: CNQ) is a senior independent oil

and gas producer with operations in Western Canada, the U.K. North

Sea, and offshore West Africa. The Company has a well-diversified

portfolio of assets with a balanced mix of natural gas, light crude oil,

heavy crude oil, bitumen, and synthetic crude oil (SCO). With a

longstanding counter-cyclical acquisition strategy, CNQ is a major

consolidator of properties throughout its core areas. Most recently, in

August 2020, CNQ entered into an agreement to acquire Painted

Pony Energy (TSX: PONY) for $461mm (~1% of CNQ’s EV).

CNQ’s core operations consist of the following segments:

Exploration and Production: CNQ is the largest producer of

natural gas and primary heavy crude oil in Canada. It owns one of

the largest undeveloped land bases in Western Canada, with

exposure to major natural gas and crude oil plays including the

Montney, Deep Basin, and Pelican Lake. This segment also includes

light crude oil production in the North Sea and offshore West Africa.

Oil Sands Mining and Upgrading: CNQ produces SCO through

bitumen mining and upgrading operations at the Horizon Oil Sands

and through its interest in the Athabasca Oil Sands Project.

Midstream and Refining: CNQ’s midstream asset portfolio is

comprised of crude oil pipeline systems (ECHO and Pelican Lake), a

50% ownership in an electricity cogeneration plant at Primrose, and

a 50% working interest in the North West Redwater Partnership.

Industry Overview

Canada is the fourth largest oil producer in the world and has the

third largest proved oil reserves. The Canadian oil and gas industry

has been significantly impacted by global events in 2020 and

resulting volatility in WTI pricing. However, the CPMT expects oil

prices to continue slowly recovering from early-2020 troughs induced

by the dual supply (OPEC+ price war) and demand (COVID-19)

shocks, as demand gradually returns and supply remains in check

due to OPEC+ supply caps and slowed U.S. shale growth. North

American supply and demand dynamics have led to tighter

differentials for Canadian heavy oil prices, which will be further

supported by expected pipeline expansions (Line 3, TransMountain,

and Keystone XL). Regulatory risks and environmental scrutiny

remain ongoing concerns for the oil and gas industry. The resilience

of energy companies will depend upon balance sheet strength to

support leverage and capital allocation flexibility to preserve FCF.

Within the Canadian oil and gas industry, CNQ’s peer group consists

of integrated energy companies (TSX: CVE, HSE, IMO, SU), senior

E&P companies (TSX: OVV), and oil sands producers (TSX: MEG).

Mandate Fit

Growing Free Cash Flow: CNQ leads its peers in FCF generation,

with an FCF yield of 12% compared to a peer average of -5%. In

response to depressed commodity prices in early 2020, CNQ

reduced capital expenditures by $1.4B from its original $4B budget.

These cuts, along with G&A and operating cost savings, allowed the

Company to preserve $2.2B of FCF. CNQ’s low maintenance capital

requirements (75% lower than peer average) and balanced (cont.)
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Return on Investment

Current Share Price $21.34

Target Price $31.00

Dividend Yield 7.97%

Holding Period Return 53%

Conviction Rating 1

Market Profile

52-Week Range $11.00 - $42.15

Market Capitalization ($mm) $25,203

Net Debt ($mm) $22,787

Enterprise Value ($mm) $47,990

Beta (5-Year Monthly) 2.10

Metrics 2019A 2020E 2021E

Revenue ($mm) $22,871 $16,084 $18,658

EBITDA ($mm) $11,551 $5,847 $7,932

Total Debt/EBITDA 1.82x 3.59x 2.65x

EV/EBITDA 4.2x 8.2x 6.1x
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Figure 1: CNQ Production Mix

Source: Company Filings
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Figure 2: CNQ LTM FCF Yield vs Peers
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portfolio of oil and natural gas have afforded it the flexibility to adjust

spending in response to industry challenges without a detrimental

impact on production. CNQ’s 5-year FCF CAGR is 17%; while FCF

is not expected to grow in 2020, we expect positive FCF, which is

ahead of many peers and testament to the durability of CNQ’s FCF.

Strong Balance Sheet: At the end of Q2 2020, CNQ’s net debt-to-

capital and LTM Debt/EBITDA were 40.5% and 3.0x, respectively.

Debt metrics were elevated compared to 2019 levels, as net debt

increased by almost $2B in the first half of 2020; however,

management has stated its anticipation of exiting 2020 with net debt

that is in line with 2019 levels, indicating a strong commitment to

debt reduction. With $0.2B in cash and $3.9B in available credit

facilities, the CPMT believes that CNQ is in a strong liquidity position

to maintain resiliency in the current commodity price environment.

Competitive Advantage: While the commodity-based nature of the

oil and gas industry makes it highly competitive, CNQ sets itself

apart from peers through: (1) its low decline reserve base (10%

corporate decline rate with 77% of production composed of long-life

low decline liquids); (2) industry-leading breakevens (operating

breakeven of US$25 - 26 WTI and FCF breakeven of US$30 - 31

WTI, including dividends); and (3) its demonstrated commitment to

returning capital to shareholders. CNQ has increased dividends for

20 consecutive years (19% 10-year CAGR). Management also

employs disciplined and flexible capital allocation with share

buybacks; the Company suspended its buyback program in March

2020 to preserve capital in response to low oil prices.

Quality Management: CNQ is led by a Management Committee

composed of 19 members from its management group. Management

has demonstrated its ability to create long-term shareholder value

through operational discipline, effective cost controls, commitment to

balance sheet health, and importantly, commitment to environmental

stewardship. With a focus on innovative technology to facilitate the

reduction of its environmental footprint, CNQ has undertaken

industry-leading carbon capture, sequestration, and storage projects;

piloted a zero-emission primary heavy oil pad site; and invested in

research into biofuel production, among other GHG emission

reduction initiatives.

Attractive Valuation: Our target price of $31 was determined by

applying a projected 7.5x EV/EBITDA multiple to our 2021E EBITDA

of $7.9B. The projected multiple is in line with the peer group’s (TSX:

CVE, HSE, IMO, OVV, SU) average NTM EV/EBITDA multiple of

7.51x as well as CNQ’s two-year historical average multiple of 7.45x.

With a total implied return of 53% (including a robust 8% dividend

yield), CNQ’s current valuation provides an attractive entry point.

Investment Thesis

The CPMT views CNQ as a top-tier Canadian producer with long-life

assets and a demonstrated track record of capital discipline. CNQ’s

emphasis on returning capital to shareholders, with an 8.0% dividend

yield, and compelling valuation, render the name an attractive

investment within the energy sector. While we recognize the

significant macroeconomic and regulatory risks in Canadian oil and

gas, CNQ has demonstrated an ability to generate positive FCF

throughout cycles of depressed and volatile commodity prices.

Currently, the Fund holds a position in SU (a leading integrated

Canadian producer) at a 1 conviction. However, CNQ’s exposure to

natural gas and leading FCF yield distinguish it from SU and offer

additional channels for upside. Pending further due diligence, the

Fund looks to add CNQ to its energy portfolio at a 1 conviction.

Source: CPMT Estimates, S&P Capital IQ

Figure 3: CNQ Shareholder Return 

Source: Company Filings, CPMT Estimates

Figure 4: CNQ LTM Total Debt / EBITDA

Source: Company Filings, CPMT Estimates
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